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Dearest Mr. Temianka -

Here I am in Dallas enjoying warm weather and cleanliness. (I haven’t seen aroach yet!)

I had my first rehearsal with the orchestra this afternoon and I didn’t play as well as I could have due to an extreme case of nerves which caused my bow to fly all over the place in the first movement—nevertheless, the conductor, Walter Wellen, (director of the Royal Philharmonic in London) and the symphony were very enthusiastic and inspired— they did a marvelous job — Wellen followed my every nuance and the Tutti’s were exciting and beautiful. Mr. Wellen, much to my surprise, invited me to play with him in London; an offer I could hardly refuse. He is especially fond of the Chausson Poème, and since we’ve had quite a lot of success with that piece, I think we will choose that, perhaps along with something else.

Hopefully tomorrow I will be more relaxed so I can really play my best. Keep your fingers crossed for me!

All my love,
Nina

PS - please send my warm regards to Mrs. Temianka and also Sheldon.
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